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Whenever a financial crisis occurs, government investigations and prosecutions follow. After the savings and loan debacle of the 1980s, bank officers were prosecuted, usually for abetting misrepresentations in loan applications. When market timing in the mutual fund industry came to light, fund managers were investigated for permitting late trading and market timing by their investors. After a 2006 article pointed out abuses in options backdating, the government initiated investigations, enforcement actions, and criminal prosecutions based on misstatements of the basis on which options were priced in corporate documents. In each of these cases, the object of government enforcement efforts was intentional, fraudulent conduct by corporate officers and executives.

In the aftermath of the financial meltdown of 2008, the government’s enforcement efforts are aimed once again at corporate officers and executives, and in many cases at intentional, fraudulent conduct. However, many current enforcement efforts and priorities are based on legal theories markedly different from those used in the past. Today, executives in public companies may face investigations and enforcement actions by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) where they have done nothing intentionally wrong.

Their “fault” is to have been in charge when a violation occurred.

In the pharmaceutical industry, in response to Congressional criticism, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has announced its intention to bring investigations under the so-called Park doctrine, against company executives in positions of responsibility when a product is sold in violation of the Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act (FDCA). In at least one case, the SEC is using Section 304 of the Sarbanes Oxley Act as the basis of an enforcement action seeking a “clawback” of compensation from a CEO who was in charge when earnings were restated, despite the absence of any allegation that the CEO knew of the violation. The new Dodd-Frank law provides broader authorities aimed at recouping executive compensation without intentional wrongdoing. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) has announced that it will seek return of compensation from bank officers on whose watch a bank has failed.

These efforts test traditional concepts of individual liability for corporate offenses. In 1961, Supreme Court Justice John Harlan wrote:

In our jurisprudence guilt is personal, and when the imposition of punishment on a status or on conduct can only be justified by reference to the relationship of that status
or conduct to other concededly criminal activity . . . that relationship must be sufficiently substantial to satisfy the concept of personal guilt in order to withstand attack under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.1

If Harlan’s concept of personal guilt – Oliver Wendell Holmes used the term “blameworthiness”2 – is to have meaning today, the application of these strict liability authorities should be questioned, at least in the criminal context, where corporate executives have indeed carried out their duties and are nevertheless held responsible for corporate offenses.

This article examines the basis for liability in such actions and discusses steps executives can take to protect against unfair assignment of blame when bad things happen on their watch.

Prosecution of Individuals in the Pharmaceutical Industry

Nowhere is the current focus on strict liability for corporate executives more apparent than in the pharmaceutical industry. For years, the government has investigated and settled allegations of off-label marketing and anti-kickback violations, in some cases reaching billion-dollar settlements with companies, without charging individuals. As a result of recent criticism of this record, the DOJ is beginning to turn to a little-used authority known as the Park doctrine, to reach executives in pharmaceutical companies and hold them accountable criminally for violations previously resolved only by financial settlements with their companies.

The Park Doctrine

The Park Doctrine, based on the U.S. Supreme Court decision in United States v. Park,3 permits prosecutors to charge “responsible corporate officers” when a corporation has committed a violation of the FDCA. The doctrine is based on the theory that executives who manage companies regulated by the FDA have an affirmative duty to ensure the safety of their products.

A Park violation is generally thought of as a “strict liability” offense. Prosecutors need not prove that the person had intent to commit a crime nor knowledge of any wrongdoing. The executive is subject to a misdemeanor conviction if he does not exercise “the highest standard of foresight and vigilance.”4 Criminal liability may be determined solely based on the executive’s position as a responsible corporate officer. According to the case law, although an impossibility defense may be available if an executive can show he exercised extraordinary care but nevertheless was powerless to stop the violation,5 this standard is difficult to meet.6

The Park Doctrine has not been used frequently since the 1970s, and it is usually applied in cases involving manufacturing practices. However, in recent years, DOJ has shown interest in using it to prosecute individuals for misdemeanor violations related to marketing practices in the health care industry. This use of the Park doctrine has yet to be tested in a trial.

In 2007, three executives of the Purdue Frederick Company, Inc. pleaded guilty as “responsible corporate officers” to one misdemeanor count of misbranding the drug OxyContin.7 While they were not sentenced to a term of imprisonment, the executives were ordered to pay $34.5 million to the Virginia Medicaid Fraud Unit’s Program, even though the government stipulated that none of the executives had any personal knowledge of the criminal conduct.

In 2009, Las Vegas-based ingredients broker ChemNutra and its owners, Sally Qing Miller and Stephen Miller, pleaded guilty to misdemeanor charges of selling adulterated and misbranded pet food.8 The owners were sentenced to three years of probation and ordered to pay a $5,000 fine. In sentencing the owners, U.S. Magistrate Judge John
T. Maugher stated that “the evidence does not support the conclusion that you all intentionally imported a pet food product into the United States that you knew would kill animals. But I am also convinced on this record that you did engage in conduct in importing a product that had that consequence. And like everything we do, actions have consequences and responsibility must be borne for that consequence.”

Later in 2009, Synthes, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Norian Corporation, and four of its executives were indicted for the off-label promotion of a cement bone void filler, Norian XR. The government charged each of the Synthes executives with a single misdemeanor count of shipping adulterated and misbranded product. They pleaded guilty as “responsible corporate officers” under the Park Doctrine. Although the officers have not yet been sentenced, prosecutors are seeking jail time.

Such enforcement efforts are likely to continue. Recently, the FDA issued new guidelines concerning Park Doctrine prosecutions. The FDA prefaced its guidelines by noting that “[m]isdemeanor prosecution under the [FDCA] can be a valuable enforcement tool.” The new guidelines state that in determining whether to recommend a misdemeanor prosecution against a corporate official, the agency is to “consider the individual’s position in the company and relationship to the violation, and whether the official had the authority to correct or prevent the violation. Knowledge of and actual participation in the violation are not a prerequisite to a misdemeanor prosecution but are factors that may be relevant when deciding whether to recommend charging a misdemeanor violation.” Although the FDA expressly declined to define or provide illustrations of the categories of persons that it would refer for criminal prosecution based on the Park Doctrine, comments that government officials have made in recent months suggest that enforcement efforts in this area are likely to increase. For example, Lew Morris, chief counsel for the Inspector General of the Department of Health and Human Services, was quoted recently as saying “we’re targeting managers and executives who should have known.” Echoing these statements, Food and Drug Administration Deputy Chief for Litigation Eric Blumberg stated at an October 13, 2010 conference: “Unless the government shows more resolve to criminally charge individuals at all levels in the company, we cannot expect to make progress in deterring off-label promotion.”

Permissive Exclusion

In addition to fines and jail time, executives convicted of a Park misdemeanor face exclusion from participation in federal health care programs, such as Medicare, at the discretion of the Office of Inspector General (OIG) of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). For example, in the Purdue Frederick case discussed above, the three convicted executives were excluded by the OIG from participation in federal healthcare programs for 12 years. This was the first time the OIG used its permissive power to exclude executives based on the Park Doctrine.

On December 13, 2010, the United States District Court for the District of Columbia affirmed HHS’s decisions to exclude the former executives. The Court rejected their argument that they were ineligible for exclusion because their convictions stemmed only from their “status as corporate officers” rather than their own individual conduct. It held that, although the Park doctrine does not require that an executive be aware of the violation, liability extends to officials who stand in a “responsible relation” to the violation and whose “failure to exercise the authority and supervisory responsibility reposed in them by the business organization resulted in the violation complained of.”

Even if the government decides not to pursue a misdemeanor prosecution against an individual, the OIG still has authority to exclude executives from federal health care programs if they are officers or...
managing employees of an entity that has been excluded or has been convicted of certain offenses. On October 20, 2010, the OIG issued guidance containing a series of nonbinding factors it will consider in deciding whether to exclude an owner, officer, or managing employee under this provision. Under these guidelines, owners may be sanctioned only if they “knew or should have known” of the conduct that formed the basis of the action against the company, but officers and managers may be excluded even when there is no evidence that they knew or should have known of the alleged wrongdoing.

On September 22, 2010, the House of Representatives passed a bill, H.R. 6130, that would further expand the OIG’s authority to debar individuals. The bill would allow the OIG to exclude not only current executives, but also officers or managing employees who were in their position when the company committed the alleged wrongdoing. This would allow the OIG to reach executives after they leave a sanctioned corporation.

**New Enforcement Priorities of the SEC**

Since the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (Sarbanes-Oxley) was enacted in 2002, in the wake of the Enron and WorldCom debacles, the SEC has had authority to pursue “clawbacks” of compensation received by executives of public companies in certain circumstances. The recent Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank) adds additional enforcement tools and whistleblower incentives aimed at recovering executive compensation. In response to Dodd-Frank, the SEC has announced a proposed whistleblower program. These enforcement efforts promise new and harsh scrutiny of executives presiding over companies that experience financial difficulties.

**Section 304 of Sarbanes-Oxley**

Section 304 of Sarbanes-Oxley gives the SEC the authority to pursue clawbacks of executive compensation. It provides that if a company is required to prepare an accounting restatement due to the material noncompliance of the issuer, *as a result of misconduct*, with any financial reporting requirement under the securities laws, the chief executive officer and chief financial officer of the issuer shall reimburse the issuer for . . . any bonus or other incentive-based or equity-based compensation received by that person from the issuer during the 12-month period following the first public issuance or filing with the Commission (whichever first occurs) of the financial document embodying such financial reporting requirement; and . . . any profits realized from the sale of securities of the issuer during that 12-month period.

Although the statute requires that the accounting restatement be “a result of misconduct,” it does not state *whose* misconduct creates liability. At least one court, in *SEC v. Jenkins*, has held that the misconduct need not have been committed by the defendant officer. In reaching its decision, the District Court of Arizona reasoned that Sarbanes-Oxley’s plain meaning requires only “the misconduct of corporate officers, agents or employees acting within the scope of their agency or employment,” not “the specific misconduct of the issuer’s CEO or CFO.” The court noted that the statute requires an issuer’s CEO and CFO to certify each quarterly and annual report. This requirement “provides an incentive for CEOs and CFOs to be rigorous in their creation and certification of internal controls . . . .”

It should be noted that, while Section 304 was enacted in 2002, the SEC did not bring any enforcement actions under Section 304 until 2007. Moreover, prior to *Jenkins*, the SEC limited
enforcement actions to instances in which a CEO or CFO knowingly or intentionally directed, participated in or approved of fraudulent acts or misrepresentations concerning a company’s financials. Although SEC enforcement staff seem to be showing more interest in Section 304, it is not yet clear whether Jenkins signals a general trend toward more aggressive use of Section 304 in the absence of any fault by a CEO or CFO.

Section 954 of Dodd-Frank

Section 954 of Dodd-Frank requires an issuer to pursue clawbacks of executive compensation in certain instances. The section provides:

In the event that the issuer is required to prepare an accounting restatement due to the material noncompliance of the issuer with any financial reporting requirement under the securities laws, the issuer will recover from any current or former executive officer of the issuer who received incentive-based compensation (including stock options awarded as compensation) during the 3-year period preceding the date on which the issuer is required to prepare an accounting restatement, based on the erroneous data, in excess of what would have been paid to the executive officer under the accounting restatement.

Section 954 differs from Section 304 of Sarbanes-Oxley in several respects. First, Sarbanes-Oxley’s Section 304 applies to CEOs and CFOs specifically. Dodd-Frank’s Section 954 provides for reimbursement from all current or former “executive officers.” Second, under Section 304, the clawback is for the “12-month period following the first public issuance or filing” of a financial statement containing misrepresentations. In contrast, Section 954 covers “the three-year period preceding the date on which the issuer is required to prepare an accounting restatement, based on the erroneous data.” Third, unlike Section 304, Section 954 does not give the Commission or other exchanges authority to exempt smaller or foreign private issuers from enforcement actions. Lastly, while Section 304 contains a misconduct requirement for triggering the clawback, Section 954 does not appear to contain such a requirement.

Although Section 954 requires issuers, rather than the SEC, to seek the clawbacks, the statute provides the SEC with authority to “direct the national securities exchanges and national securities associations to prohibit the listing of any security of an issuer that does not comply with the requirements of this section.” Cases under Section 954 have not yet been litigated, and the SEC recently announced that it will delay the promulgation of implementing regulations until late 2011. The breadth of Section 954 as written, however, suggests that this provision may become a powerful enforcement tool.

New Whistleblower Incentives Under Sarbanes-Oxley and Dodd-Frank

In response to the enactment of Dodd-Frank, the SEC recently proposed rules for revising its whistleblower program. The stated purpose of the new rules is to provide a “simple, straightforward” whistleblower program “to reward individuals who provide the agency with high-quality tips that lead to successful enforcement actions.” To be considered for an award, a whistleblower must voluntarily provide the SEC with original information about a violation of the federal securities laws that leads to a successful enforcement action resulting in monetary sanctions totaling more than $1 million.

Section 21F of Dodd-Frank authorizes the SEC to pay rewards to individuals who provide original information that leads to “any judicial or administrative action brought by the commission under the securities laws that results in monetary sanctions exceeding $1,000,000.” This section greatly expands the SEC’s authority to compensate individuals who provide the Commission with information about violations of the federal

securities laws. Previously, the SEC could provide awards for information relating to insider trading only. Now, the SEC can make payments regarding any securities law action that results in a civil penalty or disgorgement.

One question that arises under these new whistleblower provisions is whether potential whistleblowers now will be incentivized to report to the SEC on matters relating to Dodd-Frank Section 954 clawbacks. If the SEC enforces Section 954 aggressively so that issuers must literally seek clawbacks after any restatement, no matter how small and even restatements that do not result from misconduct, but reflect simply innocent accounting errors, great uncertainty over compensation may lie ahead both for companies and their senior executives.

Potential for Strict Liability Enforcement in the Banking Industry

The banking industry is another area in which there is the potential for increased enforcement activity against executives regardless of fault. Recently, the FDIC announced that it has undertaken criminal investigations aimed at 50 executives and directors of U.S. banks that have collapsed during the financial crisis. These criminal investigations are separate from the civil enforcement actions contemplated by the FDIC to recover more than $2 billion in compensation from officers of failed banks. Thus far, the FDIC has approved the filing of civil lawsuits against more than 80 officers and directors of failed banks. Richard Osterman, acting general counsel at the FDIC, recently said in an interview: “These numbers will continue to increase as time goes on.”

The civil cases the FDIC has filed to date are premised on traditional fault-based theories. One suit, filed against four former executives of IndyMac Bancorp., seeks $300 million in damages from the former executives based upon their alleged negligence and breach of fiduciary duties in connection with, among other things, negligently approving and renewing loans. A second suit, filed against eleven former directors and officers of the failed Heritage Community bank, seeks at least $20 million based on allegations that the defendants engaged in negligence, gross negligence, and breach of fiduciary duty by, among other things, failing to properly manage and supervise Heritage’s commercial real estate lending program.

However, the FDIC does have authority to hold bank directors personally liable for failing to properly implement or oversee the internal controls of a banking organization. At least one case, In the Matter of Cornerstone Community Bank, indicates that the FDIC may do so even in the absence of knowledge or bad faith on the part of the bank director. In Cornerstone, the FDIC assessed a “First-Tier” monetary penalty on an outside director of Cornerstone Community Bank, who sat on the audit committee. An Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) determined that the bank had violated Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act by extending credit to its holding companies. The ALJ accepted the outside director's claim that she was not aware of the violation before learning of it from the FDIC, and that she could not have prevented it as an outside director. Nevertheless, the ALJ, and subsequently the FDIC, upheld the assessment of the penalty, reasoning that a first-tier penalty may be assessed on a showing of a violation of the law, without a showing of knowledge or intent on the part of the director:

A fundamental duty of a bank board of directors is ‘to monitor operations to ensure that they are controlled adequately and are in compliance with laws and policies’ . . . A director cannot ignore this duty even after warnings and expect her inattention to protect her from First Tier penalties when regulatory violations flourish because of her laxity.

The FDIC has not yet used this authority in connection with the most recent banking crisis, but
the potential exists as part of an increase in enforcement actions in the banking industry.

What Should Corporate Executives Do in Light of These Enforcement Trends?

More than ever, corporate executives must be vigilant to ensure that their compliance programs and internal controls are effective. Although the remedies discussed above can be sought without regard to individual fault, the government tends to reserve its enforcement powers for cases involving clearly wrongful conduct. The ability to defend a commitment to compliance may be determinative in persuading government officials not to exercise the sweeping powers available to them. Therefore, corporate executives should make sure their vigilance can be documented after the fact, in the event an investigation arises. This may not preclude liability under the Park doctrine, or even under Sarbanes-Oxley Section 304, but as a practical matter both the SEC and DOJ may be influenced, in the exercise of their discretion over charging decisions, by a record which demonstrates serious compliance efforts.

More importantly, a strong commitment to ethics and compliance can maximize the likelihood that potential problems will be identified promptly and corrected, before they lead to costly and disruptive governmental investigations. Although a lengthy discussion of how to implement an effective compliance program is beyond the scope of this article, management should ensure that, at a minimum, corporate compliance efforts meet the standards set out in the United States Sentencing Guidelines.\textsuperscript{51} These standards, entitled “Effective Compliance and Ethics Programs,” were revised most recently in November 2004, and therefore the government will have little patience for a corporation or its officers who have failed to enact programs meeting these requirements.\textsuperscript{52}

Finally, compliance officers, and senior officials contemplating improvements in compliance, should pay particular attention to the decision-making process involved in their programs for reporting potential violations. It is critical that an internal reporting process move quickly enough to permit the organization to make prompt decisions about whether to disclose an issue to the government. In some situations, such as the discovery of a material accounting error requiring a revenue restatement, disclosure may be required, while in other cases, self-reporting may be discretionary. Timely disclosure to the government may become a determining factor for avoiding enforcement efforts.

While it remains to be seen exactly how the government will use the tools in its arsenal to increase enforcement against corporate executives, a strong commitment to compliance is the best approach to minimize risk both to the organization and its management.
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